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ABSTRACT

Background: Training schoolchildren to perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation is one possible method of increasing bystander CPR rates. We reviewed available literature to identify what methods of training children have been successful.

Objectives and methods: This review sought to evaluate evidence addressing the following PICO question: (P) In schoolchildren, (I) what types of CPR, AED and first aid training (C) when compared to no training and to each other (O) lead to ability to perform life saving measures? Searches were conducted in Ovid MEDLINE (1946 – August 2012), Ovid EMBASE (1974 – August 2012) and Ebscohost Cinahl (1981 – August 2012). Database specific subject headings in all three databases (MeSH in MEDLINE, Emtree in EMBASE, Cinahl Headings) were selected for the concepts of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and education. The combined results were then limited by age to include all school aged children. The search yielded 2620 articles. From titles, abstract and key words, 208 articles described CPR, AED and/or first aid training in schoolchildren and were eligible for review. These were obtained in full, were unavailable or not published in English. We identified articles for publication type and relevance. 48 studies were identified. One additional study was included as an extension of a study retrieved within the search.

Results: The studies found by the search were heterogeneous for study and training methodology. Findings regarding schoolchild age and physical factors, the role of practical training, use of self-instruction kits, use of computer based learning, reduced training time, trainer type, AED training are presented.

Conclusions: Evidence shows that cardiopulmonary training, delivered in various ways, is successful in a wide age range of children. While older children perform more successfully on testing, younger children are able to perform basic tasks well, including use of AEDs. Chest compression depth correlates with physical factors such as increasing weight, BMI and height. Instruction must include hands on practice to enable children to perform physical tasks. Repeated training improves performance and retention but the format and frequency of repeated training is yet to be fully determined. Types of training that may reduce the main obstacles to implementation of such training in schools include use of self-instruction kits, computer based learning and use of teacher and peer tutor trainers, but again, need further exploration. As starting points we recommend legislative and funded mandates to provide such training to schoolchildren, and production and use of a framework which will delineate longitudinal delivery of training over the school career. Further research should have some uniformity in terms of assessment methodology, look at longer outcomes, and ideally will evaluate areas that are currently poorly defined.
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1. Introduction

The American Heart Association (AHA) published an advisory statement in 2011 which recommended that cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) training for schoolchildren be mandatory. The ultimate aim of CPR training provision at school is to increase the rate of bystander CPR and survival after out of hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA). The annual incidence of adult sudden OHCA in the US is estimated at 55/100,000 people and survival is less than 10% across the US and Europe. A cardiac arrest victim is 2–4 times more likely to survive a cardiac arrest with bystander CPR provision but rates of bystander CPR at cardiac arrests are consistently less than 20%.

Arguments for CPR training in schoolchildren include: training a large cohort of the population will, over time, increase the proportion of trained adults in the population; increasing awareness, interest and sense of importance of actions in OHCA to a wide audience early on in life; training provision at a time when learning is already the main activity; provision of life-saving
knowledge and skills at a time of increased mobility outside of the home into public areas and increasing employment\textsuperscript{10}; schoolchildren are likely to be sufficiently physically fit to provide CPR; potential automaticity of response in a cardiac arrest situation\textsuperscript{11}; distribution of education and training across cultural and social groups; increased self-esteem and introduction of ideas of responsibility with provision of help in emergency situations a ‘normal’ response\textsuperscript{12}; exposure of information and training materials to a second tier of learners at home.

2. Methods

2.1. PICO question

This review sought to evaluate evidence addressing the PICO question: (P) In schoolchildren, (I) what types of CPR, AED and first aid training (C) when compared to no training and to each other (O) lead to ability to perform life saving measures?

2.2. Search strategy

Searches were conducted in Ovid MEDLINE (1946 – August 2012), Ovid EMBASE (1974 – August 2012) and Ebscohost Cinahl (1981 – August 2012). Database specific subject headings in all three databases (MeSH in MEDLINE, Emtree in EMBASE, Cinahl Headings) were selected for the concepts of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and education. These subject headings were exploded, when applicable, to include narrower terms. Text word searches were also generated for the concept of CPR. All CPR terms (both subject headings and text words) were combined first using the Boolean “OR.” All education terms were combined also using a Boolean “OR.” These 2 sets of terms were then combined with the Boolean “AND.” In the case of MEDLINE and Cinahl, CPR subject headings were also searched using the subheading “education” in order to capture different indexing practices. These results were then combined with the previous results using “OR.” The combined results were then limited by age to include all school aged children. Relevant ages and “school” terms were also searched as text words and combined with the CPR and education results. In all databases, truncation symbols and adjacency commands were used in text word searches when appropriate, to capture variant endings of the search terms and variant spellings. No language or date restrictions were applied.

Articles describing CPR, AED and/or first aid training in schoolchildren were eligible for review. Titles, abstract and key words (where available) were reviewed for relevance by author NP and clearly irrelevant articles were discarded. Remaining articles that were available in English were sought in full and reviewed for publication type and relevance. Inclusion criteria: any study looking at provision of CPR, AED and first aid training to children of school age were included. Exclusion criteria: studies not looking exclusively at but including provision of such training to school age children, or where subjects were obviously attending higher education establishments, were excluded. Reference lists were not reviewed. One additional study was included as an extension of a study retrieved within the search.

2.3. Evidence appraisal

Studies were reviewed and classified by level of evidence according to SIGN guidelines\textsuperscript{13} (see Supplementary Table 1). Notable in studies performed prior to 1997, when research and scientific rigor was not equivalent to current standards, methodology descriptions are brief (standard at that time) and control selection methods are poor. While their data may be stronger, our level of evidence scores err toward downgrading these papers for these reasons.

2.4. Data presentation

Numerical data are represented as originally presented in their parent publication.

3. Results

This search identified 2620 publications. After removal of 579 duplicates, 2041 publications were reviewed. Working from titles, abstracts or key words, 208 articles appeared relevant. 29 were unavailable in English. Of remaining articles, 48 were studies and fully reviewed. One additional study identified by and related to a search find was also included. This data is also presented in the PRISMA flow diagram below.

4. Study factors

Investigative methodology, training and reporting trends have varied and changed over the 50-year period in which relevant studies have been published, as mentioned above. In addition, the training objectives have had to keep pace with evolving life support recommendations.

5. Schoolchild factors

5.1. Schoolchild age

Studies assessing success of training courses demonstrate significant improvements in performance after training, compared to baseline, in children of all ages, from 4 to 20 years. While most studies have looked at training in teenagers, children of 4–5 years have been able to assess consciousness and breathing, remember the emergency number, give sufficient information by telephone, put a patient into recovery position and open the airway when tested 2 months after training.\textsuperscript{14} On assessment on the same tasks, performance of 6–7-year olds was ‘excellent’, and performance of CPR was deemed ‘reasonable’ to ‘good.’\textsuperscript{12} In another study of 6–7-year olds, which also included AED deployment, children performed significantly better than controls (\(p < 0.001\)).\textsuperscript{15} Authors also noted changes in empathic social behaviors.
Other investigators have trained children of a wider age range. Studies comparing children of different ages (8 versus 11 years, 12–20-year olds, and 11–15-year olds) found that older children (in higher school grades) perform better in testing than their younger counterparts for knowledge (MCQ < 0.001), and skills (p = 0.01), (Pearson correlation 0.56, p = 0.001). Another group noted a trend toward better performance of discrete skills in older children.

5.2. Physical factors

Child age and gender have been linked to ability to perform mouth to mouth ventilation (MMV), with older children, (p = 0.0005), boys (0 < 0.02) and children with a greater BMI (r = 0.21 p = 0.01) providing greater tidal volumes.

Studies also demonstrate significant correlations between weight, BMI, height and gender on chest compression depth (CCD). One group identified a BMI > 15 in 9–18-year olds as the threshold above which adequate CCD could be provided. Another group identified a minimum weight of 50 kg to provide chest compressions of recommended depth. In a 4-year longitudinal study the difference in CCD between children starting regular CPR training at 10 versus 13 years of age was significantly in favor of older children at 1 year (p < 0.05), but after 3 and 4 years (the younger children now 13–14 years old) those starting training earlier in life were performing significantly deeper compressions (p < 0.05).

The effect of factors including previous CPR training, social background, academic stress at school and gender has been variable.9,19,21,25–31

6. Training factors

6.1. Effectiveness of CPR training in general

Traditional CPR training incorporates video and/or instructor demonstration, and hands-on manikin-based instruction and practice, accompanied by a manual. Testing is written and/or practical, although studies show poor correlation between the two in children.21,26,32

Despite significant overall improvements after training, the quality of CPR on testing can still be poor. Despite good outcomes in other tested areas one study demonstrated that 29% of chest compressions by American children in grades 9–12 were ‘effective’. Another study found that, while significantly greater than untrained controls, less than 17% of trained children assessed airway, breathing or circulation during a basic life support testing scenario five months after training. Older studies suggested that children performed discrete skills less well than continuous skills. Recent studies found deficiencies to be more balanced.26,38

Of papers comparing children with adults, one found that high school students scored better on MCQ testing than police officers two months after training. The second study compared 13–14-year olds against police cadets who scored higher on initial MCQ testing but worse than students a year later.

6.2. The role of practical training

While standalone theoretical training could reduce time and resources needed, children receiving only theoretical training perform poorly on skills testing. Investigators showed no difference in skill testing between untrained controls and those who had trained online. Another group found that children undertaking online and practical training outperformed an online training-only group with differences of 32–54% versus 57–74% in performing key CPR actions.33 Others found that 8–11-year olds receiving only theoretical training performed significantly less well on MCQ than those also receiving practical training (p < 0.01). Older studies also looked at this. In one study 55% of children receiving practical training passed the skills test versus 5% of those who had not. In another study, schoolchildren either watched an instructional video or undertook teacher–instructor delivered training and manikin practice with pass rates of 37% versus 73% on skills testing.

6.3. Training type: compression to ventilation ratio

While guidelines include chest compressions and ventilations in CPR training, the provision of continuous chest compressions only (CCC) is an alternative approach that could increase willingness to initiate bystander CPR. Whether chest compressions delivered by children are more effective with different ratios of compressions to breaths is not yet clear (see Supplementary Table 2).

6.4. Self instruction kits

Studies reporting on performance of children and their adult relatives after distribution of self-instruction take-home kits to schoolchildren are summarized in Supplementary Table 3. While children and adults show significant improvements in performance after training with the kit, adults provided more ventilations and chest compressions of adequate volume and depth. A further study provided self-instruction take-home kits to Italian 12th graders. When surveyed at 8 months, half of the children had used the kit at home for retraining.

An advantage of self-instruction kit training is that large numbers of children can be trained in this manner – over 54,000 in one Norwegian project. Another advantage is delivery of CPR training to adults or peers at home (a second tier). The Norwegian studies reported 2.9 and 3.8 persons trained per kit. The Italian study showed a multiplier effect of 1.77, significantly higher in girls (p < 0.0001). The Danish group reported a mean of 2.5 people using each kit and found a 2.9% increase in local bystander CPR rates, compared to the previous year (difference not significant). Loren et al. speculated that 12-year-old children were too young to fully engage their parents with the kit when parents performed significantly worse than their children. No study included a cost appraisal of their efforts, and the purchase cost of the self-instruction kits themselves may impede uptake by schools.

6.5. Computer based training (CBT)

Results of studies using CBT in CPR training in schoolchildren are summarized in Table 1. Additionally, in studies looking at ‘virtual world’ (VW) or ‘multiplayer online simulation’ in 16–20-year olds, teenagers reported video gameplay from once a week to once a month and found the program easy to use and immersive, suggesting that this could be an attractive training and/or retention tool to use in this age group.

6.6. Brief training effectiveness

Brief interventions can result in focused success. ‘Proficiency’ in CPR skills was achieved by 87.5% of 12–14-year olds after a 50-min condensed training program. After 20 min of training, 30% of 13–14-year olds performed continuous chest compressions at the correct rate, 45% with adequate compression depth and 31% with consistently correct hand placement. Another group taught 146 high school students CPR in 50 min and on assessment, students achieved a mean score of 17.8/20 for skill sequences, rates of 42% adequate CCD and 73.5% of correct hand placement and a
visible chest rise in two thirds of ventilations. In groups looking at teaching ventilation skills, one found that after 10 min of training, 23% of 17-year-olds provided breaths of optimal volume (700–1000 ml) with mean minute ventilation provision between 7.5 and 10.93 l/min and another found that after 30 min of training, 81.5% of 10-year olds and all 14-year olds were able to successfully provide 5 ventilations.

6.7. Retention and retention strategies

Studies looking at 2 months up to 5 years retention show significant improvements on testing soon after training, then regression toward baseline. Older (1976–1989) and newer studies (2007–2011) have looked at improving retention with repeated training. Of older studies, one trained 265 children and repeated training in half of them at 6 months. On testing several months after their last training session, performance of key skills in those receiving two sessions was significantly better (p = 0.05). In another, a 15-min nurse-led review, 6 months after initial training, led to improved knowledge scores from a mean of 46.5 to 64.2%. Another study using a refresher video found no significant difference on skills testing compared to controls.

In a 4-year study, groups receiving annual or biannual training (repetition of the same training) were assessed annually (prior to repeat training and a minimum of 7 months after the last training session). There was no apparent advantage in biannual training, and the authors noted complaints of boredom at frequent training and decreased motivation.

Small studies (N=24 and N=16) looked at the use of virtual world platforms (VW) in retraining 16–20-year olds at high school and found that self-efficacy (subjective assumption that one is able to perform a specific action) scores for CPR performance increased significantly post training (p = 0.001, p = 0.023). On scenario testing, the intervention group did not perform significantly better than controls but adhered better to the newer guidelines used in retraining (baseline CPR training for intervention and control groups were based on older guidelines).

6.8. Does trainer type make a difference?

Generally, CPR instructors have been healthcare professionals or schoolteachers. Overall the success of training delivery by one versus the other is not clear (see Supplementary Table 4). However, benefits of schoolteacher trainers include: less use of healthcare workers which may reduce cost and scheduling difficulties; use of professional educators to provide training (few healthcare instructors will have trained to teach children); teachers’ training is a longer term investment as they will train successive student groups. Teachers are willing instructors as long as they receive appropriate training. Students trained by higher-rated trainers performed ‘significantly’ better than those trained by low rated trainers (p-value not given). Another potential instructor pool is medical students, who have instructed schoolchildren in a number of studies and who may also benefit from the process.

One study explored the use of peer tutors within a program to improve emergency preparedness amongst rural US agricultural communities. After ‘First Aid for Rural Medical Emergencies (FARME)’ and teach the trainer (TTT) training, 15–19-year-olds students provided peer training to over 1000 students from other schools. On written testing, the peer tutors did not differ overall from controls that had received only FARME training, but did score significantly higher on anticipatory actions to prevent injuries (p = 0.03). Peer tutors reported increased confidence to teach, enjoyment of team-work and felt that they, as peer tutors, were best placed to ‘connect’ with young learners. Another group found no difference in performance between groups with teacher instructors with or without additional ‘peer tutors’, and the peer tutors themselves were not assessed. An older study used medical student instructors to train schoolchildren (mean age 17 years) in CPR. They suggested that success was partly due to facilitation of teaching by similarity in age between instructors and learners.

6.9. AED training

Studies demonstrate how little training may be required for a child to successfully operate an AED. Fifteen 11–12-year olds, without prior training, were given verbal directions about electrode pads, and all used the AED to defibrillate the manikin with adequate pad placement, and a mean time of 90 s from entering the scenario to shock delivery. This compared to EMTs receiving 6-monthly AED instruction taking a mean time to shock of 67 s. After being shown how to apply defibrillation pads, 9-year olds delivered a shock in a mock code in a mean time of 59.3 s, dropping to a mean time of 36.2 s following an instructor-led 2-min review.

Prior to training, 45% of 12–14-year-old children knew what an AED was. After training, 75.7% were able to perform all 7 critical CCC and AED skills. Without any practical training, 81–95% of children receiving CBT-only performed key AED actions at testing. Children of 6–7 years delivered simulated AED defibrillation after training and received a median score of 1 (excellent). The authors concluded that for these children, ‘using an AED was as simple as using a TV remote control’.

7. Discussion

Some areas in the world have been able to improve their outcomes after OHCA by implementation of community-wide campaigns including training of schoolchildren in CPR. The US community of Seattle and King County have one of the best OHCA survival rates in the world. CPR was initiated by bystanders in 52% of OHCA cases in 2011 with 21% overall survival. Of patients suffering OHCA in a shockable rhythm prior to EMS arrival, 45% survived. This compares to under 5% survival in other US states. In this region, CPR training was expanded out to the community in the 1970s and the EMS continue to provide training to community groups including schoolchildren. They aim to provide CPR/AED training to students three times prior to graduation from high school.

In Stavanger, Norway, bystand CPR rates increased from 60%

This review has identified that CPR, AED and first aid training is effective in children from the age of 4 years up to school leaving age, and that children may retain knowledge and skills years later. Younger children are able to perform consciousness assessment, call for help and give relevant details, put victims into the recovery position and operate an AED. They also absorb messages about empathy and helping those in distress. However, teenage children perform better in all areas and compare favorably with adults. Ability to perform adequate chest compressions and ventilations increases with age, weight, BMI and height with thresholds for success identified as a BMI over 15 and weight over 50 kg. Consensus on the appropriate age to start CPR training in schoolchildren has historically been from 10 to 11 years of age, based on intellectual ability and sufficient body mass to effectively provide chest compressions and ventilation7,53,62,63 but staring age-appropriate training earlier would deliver key messages, build a foundation and provide time for other training opportunities and reinforcement later in the school career.

On testing, there are clear differences between children who do and do not receive practical training in CPR and, as recommended in lay person CPR training,64 the hands-on element is essential – arguably more so in children who may be more difficult to keep engaged. Evidence on how to improve retention of skills shows that repeated training improves performance. Optimal frequency of repeated training is not yet clear but biannual training, versus annual training, has not improved performance at yearly testing. The best format of revision training is not clear, but we need to use varying formats to keep the topic fresh and engaging. Increasing access to, and high levels of familiarity within this age-group with computer-based and online programs warrants further exploration for initial and revision training.

Studies looking at AED training in children show that children as young as 6 years can quickly deliver a shock with minimal training. No studies have discussed in depth whether we should, however, be encouraging this to happen in real life situations, and at what age we should encourage AED use, given the theoretical risk of harm to themselves.

Building a framework to outline what training should be delivered at what age would allow a longer-term view on how to deliver training throughout a child’s school career. Longitudinal studies would help build the evidence for how best to deliver this training. Based on current evidence, training should start early with age-appropriate topics, regular reinforcement of key actions such as recognition and calling for help, and sequential introduction of more complex actions with increasing age (and size). Such a strategic framework would open discussions on logistics and funding. An existing American framework authored by a multidisciplinary taskforce, published by the US Maternal and Child Health Bureau, named BELS could provide a starting point.65

In addition, moves to minimize complexity of training and to introduce non-technical skills (NTS) and strategies may help school-age children deliver care in a real-life situation.64,66 Of US students answering a survey, 86% had previously received training in CPR, and 106 had witnessed a cardiac arrest. Of these, 23% had got involved in the rescue attempt.67 Providing strategies to communicate with emergency dispatchers, to engage adults rescuers at the scene, and to boost self-confidence would be valuable.

In reality, it is impossible to divorce CPR training in schoolchildren from cost, time and effort involved in implementation of teaching programs and in sustaining delivery. Potential options for overcoming these obstacles would be: reduce instructor time; use non-healthcare instructors; move learning out of school and into homes using self-instruction kits (with a secondary benefit of increasing access to a second tier of learners); increase use of CBT; minimize training session time. Use of teacher instructors has not been shown to be inferior to use of healthcare instructors and teachers really are best placed to coordinate and deliver this training. Using volunteer community trainers would also reduce costs. The use of older schoolchildren as ‘peer tutors’ could benefit both age groups but has not been fully explored. Self-instruction kits have been used successfully to train large numbers of schoolchildren, and in part accounted for increased bystander CPR rates however a cost evaluation has not been performed and the initial outlay of cost in purchasing the kits may be prohibitive.

Implementation and uptake within schools is still a wider issue. Without legislative mandate, uptake of CPR training in school programs is likely to be slow. A first aid scheme in Norway promoted by the Ministry of Health was rolled out in only 37% of target schools despite provision of textbooks, videos and teacher manuals.52 In particular, unfunded legislative mandates are unlikely to be fully realized. Estimates of the costs involved in the delivery of school-based CPR training are described elsewhere.1,66,68 Alternative funding options are public–private finance partnerships, e.g. the ACT Foundation in Canada who have helped deliver training to 1.8 million students by raising funds, involving local partners, and assisting schools to set up programs.69 Again, a clear delivery strategy for training over the school career could help to gain funding and support from authorities and streamline the use of resources by sharing of equipment, trainers and implementation costs across schools. Other factors that would encourage schools include greater curricular time, and more certified instructors. Many teachers believed linking training with other school goals, such as health education and employment preparation, was extremely important.67

8. Conclusion

Studies performed over a wide time period and looking at a variety of approaches to training schoolchildren in CPR and associated skills show that all training interventions are successful within a short time scale in increasing knowledge and skills of children when tested. Training should start at an early age and be repeated at regular intervals over the school career. Training interventions should be age-appropriate and practical and should both reinforce core ideas and sequentially introduce skills of greater complexity. Brevity, diversity of format and attention to cost and efficiency will promote interest from children and schools. A framework outlining the delivery of training would help educational establishments to coordinate, plan and implement such training. Legislative and funding mandates are key to achieving the goal of providing all schoolchildren with training and improving rates of bystander intervention at OHCA.
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